Multnomah County, Oregon

Sequential Intercepts for Change: Criminal Justice - Mental Health Partnerships

**Intercept 1**
Law enforcement / Emergency services
- 911 Call Center
- Project Respond Call Center Mobile Outreach Require Beds Urgent Walk-in 7:30AM-10:30PM
- 7 Emergency Hospital Department
- Other Call Centers: 211 Info and ref. National Suicide Hotline Misc. Hotlines Warm Line NAMI Help Line M-F

**Intercept 2**
Initial detention / Initial court hearings
- Hostage Negotiation
- Law Enforcement: Hostage Negotiation
- MC Jail: Open Booking
- ROR: Pre-trial release
- DA/Defender Conference
- 37,000 bookings
- Recog officers

**Intercept 3**
Jails / Courts
- MCDC/MC/C JAIL: 1367 beds(funded) Correctional Health MCSO CC for MH Homeless Coordination Program Unit 10 bed MH Inpatient 96 MH residential beds
- General Jurisdiction
- STOP Court START Court DUI/DV(CM)
- MHPS 5 FT Staff Guilty Plea req. QMH/P Coord./2 linkage staff
- 370 Forensic Diversion 2.9 staff

**Intercept 4**
Reentry
- Prison: Tran. Ser. Unit
- MC Jail Re-entry -MCSO MH CC -CH Transitions Up to 30 days meds Medicaid suspension?
- No ICM No Superv’n
- DCJ-local control
- Life works MH Evals
- MCO Unit 45 PO’s
- Residential (15 M beds) Lukedorf
- Housing:
  - Oxford
  - Ready to Rent
  - Housing Auth./Portland
  - Central City Concern
  - Bridges to Housing
  - Housing Choices
  - Caucasia
  - TSU, JOIN

**Intercept 5**
Community corrections/ Community support
- Probation
- Parole

Note: Agency acronyms are explained in the body of the report.